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INTRODUCTION
If you’re CFO, you own the numbers. You are the senior
management member responsible for ensuring your
company has good credit risk practices. On the other
hand, if you’re a CRO, you need a modern internal
control and scoring system that enables an approach
to provisions that balances risk management with the
right level of risk-taking.

In this eBook, we will look at the CFO’s role in preventing,
or at least limiting, your lender’s exposure from written-
off loans, as well as how the CFO and finance team can
free working capital to grow the business using
alternative scoring. 

According to a recent Gartner study, the provisions
and write-offs of bad debt increased more than 25
per cent, from $9,750 million in 2019 to $12,262
million in 2020.

Provisions can be a thorn in the side of a CFO. 

You need to follow government guidance on sound
credit risk and put expected credit loss (ECL)
accounting frameworks in place.
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[Slowdowns] may also spur lenders to
use alternative data for other use

cases, such as integrating alternative
data into their efforts to monitor

borrowers financial health during
repayment, proactively helping

borrowers avoid default, and fine-
tuning their collections strategies.

Alternative Data Across the Loan Life
Cycle, Experian/Aite Report



CFOs AND DIGITAL LENDERS: 
A CHANGED LANDSCAPE

For lenders, this presented a real dilemma. How do you
identify those customers, and interact with them, while
helping them manage that circumstance so that they
can get back onto their feet as quickly as possible?

It has become a pressing need for companies to
manage their loan books and expected credit losses in
this way — to spot those circumstances — and to
interact with borrowers fairly. 

Nearly 75 per cent of CFOs were only ‘moderately’
concerned about the risks they would face in the year
ahead, according to a 2019 survey conducted by trade
credit insurer Euler Hermes Americas.

Of course, we have all been waylaid by the pandemic since
then — and that picture has changed dramatically.

Sectors that were rarely adversely impacted by an
economic downturn before suddenly found that they were
in distressed positions. 
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Just under half of CFOs plan to be more restrictive
with the credit terms they extend.

Two-fifths of CFOs report their business having major
cash flow disruptions, and a third have significantly
changed their business models.

One-fifth reported non-payment has increased by at
least 50 per cent year over year, and eight per cent of
said non-payment rose by more than 100 per cent.

94 per cent of CFOs predict their company will
change risk strategies to prepare for future crises.

CFOs are wise to adapt their risk strategies and credit
processes, given the upheavals caused by the pandemic.
However, using traditional data sources and late 20th
Century models of customer risk scoring will not be the
way to do this.

 EULER HERMES 2021 STUDY 



The initial COVID-19 shock
triggered significant upward

revisions to banks' forward-looking
assessment of credit losses. 

 
For a sample of 70 large,

internationally active banks
reporting under Expected Credit

Loss accounting, provisions totalled
$161 billion in H1 2020, compared

with $50 billion in H2 2019.

Bank of International Settlements

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt2103w.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt2103w.htm


MODERN BORROWER
BEHAVIOUR IN VOLATILE TIMES 
That’s because the traditional credit bureau has long
suffered from a kind of ‘data blindness’.  This poor
visibility has led to an inability to properly assess thin-
file customers, prime customers, and high credit score
customers and businesses experiencing once in a
lifetime financial difficulties.

“Inadequate and untimely data reduces the reliance
placed by credit providers on the credit reporting
system and can lead to credit rationing, increase in the
cost of credit and exclusion of borrowers,” the
International Committee on Credit Reporting recently
warned.  

This is a concern shared by the World Bank. As a result,
the bank has suggested that credit providers
recalibrate internal scoring models to serve borrowers
throughout the global recovery.

The inequalities and inefficiencies that old scoring
models create have caused problems for borrowers
and lenders. High-up the list of these problems is
revenue uncertainty, loan defaults, and poor planning
and forecast provisions.  

The level of non-performing loans (NPLs) is on the up.
Since the pandemic, so many unknowns remain. In
different countries, you've got a moratorium, you have
furlough schemes, and payment holidays have been
offered in terms of specific financial packages. 

The question for CFOs and digital lenders is this: how
will we be impacted as we start to unwind from the
pandemic? Downward pressure on economies could
stay strong, and those NPL levels could continue to go
up.
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CFOs and finance leaders will
continue to pursue technology-based

solutions as they seek to increase
efficiency and improve their

capability to manage disruption.

The Dynamic Finance Organisation,
Dun & Bradstreet 

https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/finance-credit-risk/dynamic-finance-organization-survey.html
https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/finance-credit-risk/dynamic-finance-organization-survey.html


HOW LENDERS ARE USING
ALTERNATIVE SCORING
The real trick for CFOs and lenders is understanding
how individual groups of customers are likely to be
impacted and where they will be more adversely
impacted than they have historically. 

Everything you knew in the past no longer becomes
relevant in the future because different sectors will be
more affected than other sectors. CFOs and Chief
Revenue Officers (CROs) who can collaborate — and
do something about this shift before competitors — will
have a big differentiator for revenue and defaults.

Many lenders in the US, UK and elsewhere are beginning
to take a different approach to balance the risks of
lending with the rewards or diversified revenue through
wider credit offers.

They harness alternative data to engage in alternative
scoring — the same approach the World Bank
suggested in the earlier chapter. 
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66 per cent of lenders say alternative data is
helping them reach more creditworthy consumers

56 per cent of lenders using alternative data say
the data has opened up new markets

38% say they are better pricing their credit to
match the risk.

Lenders expect alternative data to bring greater
upward mobility for consumers and more economic
growth and stability. Interestingly for both CFOs and
CROs who want to both guard revenue and balance
risk with expansion, the survey also found: 

Both CFOs and CROs know that data is only as good
as the insights you can glean from them.

TRANSUNION STUDY

https://www.transunion.com/resources/transunion/doc/insights/research-reports/research-report-state-of-alternative-data.pdf


ALTERNATIVE DATA QUALITY
CAN DIFFER WILDLY
CFOs know this. CROs see it too. This is why being
discerning about whom you partner with is absolutely
essential.

Just as CFOs have been plagued by vendors with bold
claims about Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
Robotic Process Automation, and Distributed Ledgers,
they are now too being deluged by pitches from
providers who claim to be using alternative data — and
alternative scoring — to wipe out any risk of defaults.

You know this is impossible. Risk will always be there.
Loans will always be written off. And provisions will
always be a challenging part of the gig. 

And yet, the need for useful borrower data remains. 
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98 per cent of finance leaders struggle to manage
customer data in one or more areas. 

47 per cent say their biggest challenge is using that
data to generate insights with minimal manual
work.

22 per cent say ‘customer portfolio risk’ is one of
their most important areas to forecast.

The survey revealed that 41 per cent of CFOs believe
data quality is a ‘paramount component’ of their
current plans to improve finance operations. The same
survey found:

Nevertheless, there are ways to identify quality
alternative data sources.

DUN & BRADSTREET CFO SURVEY 

https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/finance-credit-risk/dynamic-finance-organization-survey.html
https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/finance-credit-risk/dynamic-finance-organization-survey.html
https://www.dnb.com/perspectives/finance-credit-risk/dynamic-finance-organization-survey.html


The data will be up-to-date and have broad and
consistent coverage. Looking at data from mobile
phones, for example, would have a higher coverage
data considering that mobile phones have become a
ubiquitous tool in developed and developing
markets.

 Data should also give specific information about
borrowers, such as whether they belong to a specific
income or revenue class or whether they’ve missed
payments (or defaulted on a loan) in the past. 

This Management consulting firm suggests ‘good’
alternative data is likely to have the following qualities:

CFOs also need alternative data relevant to what they’re
trying to predict. So let’s turn our attention to how CFOs
and their CRO colleagues can use alternative data —
and alternative scoring — to excel.

OLIVER WYMAN REPORT

https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2017/may/Alternative_Data_And_The_%20Unbanked.pdf


Today’s market conditions can
change in the blink of an eye. The only
way to prepare for today’s volatility is

to plan for all possible scenarios. 
 

Having the right partners and tools to
create proactive risk mitigation
strategies makes that possible.

Euler Hermes Risky
Business Survey 2019 



HOW CFOs CAN HARNESS
ALTERNATIVE SCORING
Here’s the real value driver for you as a CFO:
identifying data connections between your customers
and the subpopulations within a portfolio and
establishing quickly who is more adversely impacted.
Who is in distress? And who is at risk of non-payment? 

When CFOs know that a particular group of customers
are showing greater signs of financial stress, they can
interact with them very differently. So you can be
proactive in how you approach those customers, and
you can preempt some of the challenges that you
know will create demand down the line.

This is why alternative real-time data is becoming table
stakes for lenders, banks, and fintechs that want to
make quick-but-clever lending decisions. A recent
Oxylabs survey has shown that 26% of financial
services executives have seen their company’s data
needs grow significantly over the last year.

By tapping alternative credit scoring solutions and
weaving them into loan provisioning processes, CFOs
can gain a new ally in risk management and revenue
protection. 
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Reducing Defaults

When CFOs gain access to data sources that are more
varied than traditional financial information — think
everything from social media, telco bills, and consented
device data — they better understand customer
segments and their changed borrowing and repayment
behaviour in the pandemic era. 

Guarding Revenue

Credit scoring solutions built on anonymised device data
can raise the Gini Coefficient — the measure of a
scorecard’s predictive power — by as much as 30%. The
difference in even a single percentage point can save up
to US$10 million for every 1 billion in underwritten loans,
according to a report from McKinsey. The CFOs and
CROs who harness alternative credit scoring will be
rewarded with clearer market insight in the long run. 

HOW CFOs CAN HARNESS
ALTERNATIVE SCORING

Managing Provisions

CFOs will need to genuinely engage with this new
class of data, typically in a daily snapshot, to see how
things change from one day to the next. The ability to
consume that data and apply analytics to it to draw
out the differentiation activities that customers are
showing due to their financial situation will be key to
managing provisions. 

Leading tech companies will be able to work with
CFOs in a matter of weeks to put those solutions in
place, so you can start to consume that data.
Historically, building a scorecard could take several
months, but that process has been accelerated so
CFOs can manage provisions in this high-speed
economy. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk/our-insights/risk-analytics-enters-its-prime


Traditional sources such as official
public data and third-party data

are still considered valuable. 
 

However, they’ve been
superseded by the rapid rise in

alternative data.

Oxylabs



As a company changemaker, you may already be on
board with the idea of using alternative scoring to
safeguard better loan provisions and ring-fence
revenue from the risks of bad debt. Or you may be at
the start of a broader journey towards trying new
solutions for the credit realities your lender faces.

The takeaway is the same for both scenarios. Alternative
scoring can help you reduce loan defaults, guard
revenue and make the difficult business of loan
provisioning in the pandemic era just that little bit less
risky. 

As a CFO, you’re an influencer in the true and original
sense of the word. You’ve got the ear of the CEO, you
are on the board, and what you say and do can move
markets and change company fortunes.

If it takes visionary CFOs to chart safe passages for
great companies across troubled waters, it requires as
much vision to know when old methods won’t work
anymore and when a new dynamic has been created.

That time is now. That COVID ‘changed everything’ is
one of the most well-worn cliches of recent years.
However, the funny thing about cliches is that they are
often true. 

CONCLUSION：
THE CFO AS CHANGEMAKER
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About credolab
We believe loans improve lives. We also believe traditional banking processes leave many people
out of the process. That’s why credolab is changing the way the world looks at credit. Our
pioneering technology calculates credit scores based on people’s mobile and web-behavioural
data— so lenders can make decisions based on the way people live and work in the modern
world. Making loans more accessible to more people benefits everyone.

Talk to us today

https://www.credolab.com/contact


www.credolab.com


